given by a family of seminorms p satisfying 
If p is one of the scalar L -seminorms defining the topology T on A and f^A , then for every c>0 there exists 5>0 such that p(E)<6 im-
We will also consider the following''condition* The projection is constructed in successive steps. First, for T€(3-and f ^ M -we define an element of N by
We prove that P(T) is additive on M and then extend it to a positive linear operator on M . In the next step P is proved to be additive on C. and then extended to £(M,N) .
Remark 1. If we define an L^-module structure on <£(M,N) by letting (a.T) (f)=T(af)
for f in M and a in L , then P is also L -linear. are not covered. In the case ^ (L , L°°) our method breaks down, since in this case the projection p (cap.)does not take nuclear operators to nuclear diagonal operators. Nuclear diagonal operators on 1^-spaces were characterized by A. Tong [11] . 
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